Perception and Reverence
By Tom LeJeune
The stars seen above all glimmering and glistering, shedding their light as
when the sun shimmers on a dewy field or as on petals of grass after a
passing summer shower.
But Lo! Just, like a welcome guest, though actually uninvited, the orb of the
sun arching its presence just above the lurking clouds.
Revealed but for a few moments it ushers itself out as a twist of its head
So yes we have the dark, mysterious experience of night that , at first, is so
simple, so oblivious, but when one is patient, is attempting to capture this
environment is often rewarded with this almost mystical enchantment.
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This I Believe Essay
By Rose Wojtas
I use to think sometimes my mother was foolish. I found out that
life is the only way to find happiness. A person is to give of oneself. It may
have taken a while, but I’ve been blessed. My mother always used a reward
system. I have also been blessed by two care providers who have opened
up their homes to me. They both have been so good to me.
It also seems when a person gives something of oneself that the
“up above” will bless them. Both my grandfather and mother were caring
and died at peace with themselves. I do believe that was their final reward.
I do believe that everybody needs a little bit of Christianity in their
life. I believe people in life should be firm believers in life.
The Playground
By Patrick Jackson
Concrete or asphalt
To a child it is Candlestick Park in October
Maybe the Silverdome on Thanksgiving
Or even the Boston Garden during the N.B.A. finals
It did not matter
To us it was never the local playground
We came to play
To dream
To escape into our own little worlds
It may have been five minutes
Or an entire summer
It was there whenever we needed it
Each day goes by
And I wish I could go back to escape
It was the only place
Where a child
Can become the greatest athlete in the world
Each day a new hero is born
Each day the wall in left field is conquered
The winning touchdown is scored
Or the last buzzer beating shot goes in
When the day is over
And everyone has gone home
There will always be one child
Trying to get those last shots in before dark
And as darkness falls
They walk out of the playground
Alone
A legend
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Love
By Edward Robert Stevens, Junior

I Got Out of My Shell
By Jill Wimer

You had your Soul
As a whole
Inside a fence of Iron-wrought
Then you had a thought
If love were a thing of such
To you it would be much
You really do not realize
How your love Paralyzes
Why is your heart still
Is that your will
My love is no maybe
For you I am crazy

I, got out of my “shell”
I, was scared at first
I, looked around me
I, found people who accepted me
I, wanted to be out of my shell
I, find peace
I, thought I wouldn’t feel the hard wood floor when
I’m used to my head racing up and down
Now I see people racing up and down on the floor
I, had someone talk to me
I, listened and I talked back
It’s all because
I, got out of my “shell”

Sheryl Yeager
Drawing by
Tom LeJeune

This I Believe Essay
By Evelyn

What Are You to Yourself
By Barb Pekich

I feel that my understanding of my life is an inspiration. My teaching
experience in Germany taught me to appreciate nature and the difference in
culture. Probably the best blessing I received from Germany was the gift of
my son. His jokes make me laugh and there is a love that has no boundary.
The second blessing was my father because he was so brave and so good.
Because my father served during WWII, I got to see the improvements in the
country.
My parents taught me to give back to others. I am applying for a
peer support specialist to be able to give back to others. My father’s faith as
well as mine has sustained us in our worst of times and troubles. This I
believe.

What are you to yourself? Are you your best friend or your worst enemy? Do
you pat yourself on the back or put yourself down when you make a mistake?
You try but fail. What do you do, yell and say you’re a waste or do you say
better luck next time, at least you tried so don’t cry. Be a good friend to
yourself. Be kind, be nice. Forgive yourself, you’ll be loved a lot more. God
loves you; he made you the way you are. If you don’t love yourself, it’s like
telling him he made a mistake. He knew what he was doing when he made
you. He made you great.
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The Corridor Inside of Me
By Osanla Coogler
The corridor inside me … your
hands are a mirror to what I am.
Someone is waiting there for
you. If you enter in, will you
return your chances to the
mountain top where I fell into
your heart?

Emotions
In the Style of Seurat/Pointillism Art
By MaryAnn

Remove Your Veils
By Morgan Kitchens
When you final removed your veils, you bared you very soul to me and that is
the way that it is supposed to be. When you finally removed your veils, I was
able to see the inner beauty of you. When you finally removed your veils, I
was able to see the many faces of you.

Photograph by
Duryei Hamilton

For so many years I have been a fool who has overlooked something that is
very true: There are many different faces in you. It is as lovely as the face of
Helen of Troy. She made it a City that the Greeks decided to destroy.
Sometimes, it is the face of Queen Cleopatra. She paid the ultimate price for
wanting too much power.
Other times, it is as misty as an April shower that causes thunder and rain to
hit the highest tower.
When it clears, your face, it is like that of Joan of Arc. She was a peasant girl
who was burned because she told the truth for which some people yearned.
Your face shows the determination of Helen Keller. Her life of dedication was
like a New York Times Best-seller.
There are times when it resembles that of Amelia Earhart. That is because it
seems lost, distant and like it can never be found.
It is also like the face of Eva Peron. She was determined to fight and stand her
ground. But she fought a battle that could not be won. Now she is no longer
around. Those are some of the faces that I saw when you finally removed
your veils.
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Where the smoke has cleared
And the waters cleaned
Where steel once reigned in a valley of fire
Now a ghost town
Haunted by kindling memories
Of a golden age
Where a certain breed of man
Is now on the brink of extinction
Study this man
Understand him
We must never forget that his existence
Was a founding principle
Of a true
American
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Made in the U.S.A.
By Patrick Jackson

My Non-philosophy on Life
By Daniel Melaney

Out of the smoke infested waters

I have been an artist now for over 40 years. I say that because I

Tarnished by the sweat and steam of a hard day’s work

can’t discuss myself without including that. I don’t have a simple

Where night was day
And steel was king

philosophy on life. It’s more of a combination of many. I try not to

A prince was born

discriminate. I believe everyone should be treated equally. I believe in hard

Beneath the wrath of the mighty king

work and contributing back into society. That is why I do volunteer work. I

This prince evolved into an

am a social and political activist and feel we have a moral obligation to

Iron Man
This was no ordinary man

speak out against injustice. I have struggled with mental illness most of my

With a body molded by a generation
A face once drawn with innocence

life and it has been very difficult. I have documented through photography

Now marred by the wretched life inherited from the king

mentally ill and have tried hard to overcome it through my artwork. I am

industrial decline in the Rust Belt for the past 30 years. I do not like being

His mind is sharp

glad to be able to do it and am also glad it brings happiness to others.

He grew to understand the value of a dollar

For the past few years, I have been doing artwork about the

The importance of family
And the pain of a days work

homeless. This is a huge problem among the mentally ill. Through my

He is proud

photography, I try to address the plight of the homeless. Stigmatization is

With pride he will tell you of a golden age

another big problem for the mentally ill. The unemployment rate for the

Where a man was as raw as the steel that he made
With pride he will tell you of his country
And how we sold ourselves and forgot the fortress he called home

mentally ill runs at over eighty percent. Since there is no lobby for the
mentally ill in congress, funding for mental health is very poor. If I had a

With pride he will tell you of generations
Sworn to the sweat of a miners kin

say, there would be far more funding and community inclusion of the

And with a haunting grin
He can show you the scars

very success oriented society and the mentally disabled are often left

disabled. Society shuns us into the seclusion of our homes. We live in a

behind and not taken seriously.

Torn and aged by his own greed

Through my art, I have tried to address and challenge these

For the right to be called a man
I can’t say that I envy him

problems. As of late, I have worked on paintings on Martin Luther King to

But the king will never cast any men of this kind again

celebrate the dignity of mankind and that people become more politically
and socially aware. This I believe.
Continued on next page
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Background Artwork
By Daniel Melaney

5

Illusions of Destinies
By Juan Robles
I fell in love in the past, but I failed.
I will try again. Illusions of destinies,
Why do young people fall in love
Without knowing the real meaning of love?
I have failed in many things,
But I will try again, until my dream
Come true Illusions of Destinies

Finger Paint Art
By Nellie Fennell

Proud of My Heritage
By David Cook
Melted Crayons
By Rodney Davis

Untited
By Osanla Coogler
Once upon a time there was a place where love abounded perfectly and in all
ways, but then there were those from that place who choose to turn away
from that love and turn to evil. From then on these beings that chose evil
rather than good, no longer belonged in this perfect of places…And so they
were cast out. These cast always fell in blackened vessel like spaceships
stained with the mirth of unholiness geeking and tumulting as they headed
for their terrestrial destination, a ball of dirt, where many grievous
transgressions would occur. These mishaps would occur starting with one
cessation of what was meant to be the crowning achievement of the creator
of the place that love abounded in. The evil ones sometimes would make
visible the unholy vessels they crashed to the dust in, sometimes striking fear,
sometimes wonder and sometimes misleading the once were crowning
achievement souls, lost since they ceased to be that, unable to save
themselves but almost always able to be redeemed.
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I walk tall and proud with
My braids swinging from side to side
The darkness of my skin gleams as
The sun rays shine on my visage
I’m a black middle aged man
Exhibiting great strength and courage
I love my black people for we are strong and smart
We have endured great adversity and have preserved in our struggle of life
Our souls are resilient and cannot be shattered
We make up an array of hues
From satin beige to the charcoal silk of our skin
Our beauty transcends all others because of its exotic uniqueness
We are illustrious assemblages of people and we stand tall
I am thankful God bestowed me with my dark skin
I wear it with proud appreciation
Because I am proud of being this color and wear it graciously.
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Freedom
By Barb Pekich

Tramping Through the Woods
By Tom LeJeune

To those who fought for freedom and went to war
They gave up so much more
Than anyone could know
Not seeing
Their families or being free
Like you and me
They sacrificed a lot, some even died
All I can say is thank you from the bottom of my heart
That we are all free
And we can choose to vote
Walk down the street
To be what we want to be
To all the men and women that gave up their lives and didn’t make it home
And the ones that made it home but were never the same
The pain and battles they fought inside and out
You’re very much appreciated
My prayers are with you, you’ll never be forgotten

Meandering through the murky wood, peering at the oncoming dark Trees
with trunks over the decades have stood, braving the elements, ushering in
the New Year.
Along with the pelting rain, the freezing sleet and snow leaving their mark
However, still lay the woods tonight, and sounds, the whispering little,
proceed but little From the near surroundings but a small movement As even
Mother Nature she seems being put to rest.
The daytime creatures that the sunlight shines upon are dismissed back to
their dens or hideaways. Yes the forest glows and valleys seem far from
human haunts.
But enough of this pondering-wonderful thought. But I must continue on my
trek, to achieve the end of the path.
Though the musty leaves and brushes come close to hindering my progress,
maybe it is best at a later time to more fully reflect, to muse on my
surroundings. To conjure up images on this perceptive walk and there, there!
note the crisp chirping of the new and distant feathered ones. Almost as a
sort of hint to hasten my way.

A Midnight Trolley Ride
By Patrick Jackson
Mirrors in my windows
Reaching the future through the past
Life is staring at me
Through the eyes of my own soul
All reflections of my own mind

Photograph by Daniel Melaney
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In the Style of Seurat/Pointillism Art
By Matt Charles

The mirrors are dark beneath the light
I watch the world
And see a tree grow tall
Into the shadows of my mind
Mirrors in my windows
All reflections of time
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Feelings
By Jill Wimer
We are in control of our own feelings.
Recovery is important to your own health; mentally and physically.
Inspire yourself so you can inspire others.
Employment helps you build your self-esteem and extra money doesn’t hurt.
Never say never; you can do anything if you put your mind to it.
Taking each day as a learning day.
Smile without saying a word shows you care.

Sitting Bull was a Sioux Chief who was falsely accused of causing a
spiritual ritual called: “The Ghost Dance.” When the police came to arrest
him, he did not get the chance to protect himself with a gun or a lance. His
followers tried their best to protect him. But when the police opened fire,
he was killed by them.
I am sure that the reader has often been told about the suffering of
the great Indian Chiefs. Now, they are nothing but spirits and ghosts. They
have chosen me to be the voice that reminds people about how they lived,
suffered, and died.
Remember the Chiefs! Remember that they were proud men who
were beaten, shot, hanged, and imprisoned as if they were common thieves.

I Didn’t Drink Today
By Warren Wright
July1, 2009
Calm, 2 ladies walked up, very sweet sexy smart, neat, well-groomed.
I am dressed-dark pants, 77 blue and yellow, blue and orange wrist band.
Pay it forward purple letter white band
Recovery happens
Wristband again wearing blue jeans
I sat down
I asked her, “Did it rain here today?”
She replied yes earlier
I said, “They keep saying thunderstorms.”
I was looking for the 71C
Then the bus rolled up
And the bus driver from 81B with a goatee was driving
Now I’m on a highway near Buffalo Blues
I didn’t drink today, it was a successful day.
SQUARE ROOT OF W TO THE 3RD POWER +
MALCOLM DIVIDED BY ALEXANDER = WARM

Poster image provided by Daniel Melaney

GΨWRIGHT
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Remember the Chiefs
By Morgan Kitchens

The Energy of Light
By Richard Bacon

Even the best made westerns can only accurately portray some of the
suffering of the great Indian Chiefs. They were proud men who were beaten,
shot, hanged and imprisoned as if they were common thieves. They were
proud men who were very out-spoken and they signed hundreds of treaties
that were often broken before the ink was dry.

The energy of light
Is like the
Seed of sunshine; that
Eyes can see grow

When I think about the great Indian Chiefs I wonder why I can hear
their voices in the wind and see their faces in the sky. No matter how hard I
try I cannot erase the memories of how great chiefs lived, suffered and died.
I vividly remember Bushy Run, Horseshoe Bend, Tippecanoe, and Sandy
Creek, The Little Big Horn, Wounded Knee and other battlefields where they
fought and bled. I remember the Sioux, Cheyenne, Arapaho, Kiowa, Apache
and the other tribes that they led.
I remember great Indian Chiefs such as: Black Kettle, Joseph, Crazy
Horse and Sitting Bull. I also remember many, many more. Now they are
nothing but spirits and ghosts, but their voices cry out to me from their
graves asking me to remind people about how they lived, suffered and died.
In Colorado there once lived a proud Cheyenne Chief named; Black
Kettle, he desired peace, but white settlers and soldiers often tested his
mettle. Black Kettle was kind and meek and he was told that he could live in
peace if he stayed at Sand Creek. His peaceful village was attacked by a
soldier named Chivington who was a freak who turned it into smoke and
ashes. Black Kettle escaped and had many more clashes until he was
betrayed again and killed at a place called the Washita River.
Chief Joseph was a Nez Perce’ Indian who fought several battles
and traveled more than 1,700 miles towards the Canadian border to escape
pursuing soldiers. It was a land dispute that forced him to embark upon his
long journey. Just forty miles from freedom, he was surrounded and
captured. Then Chief Joseph gave himself the legendary order: “I shall fight
no more forever.”
Crazy Horse was a Sioux Chief who thought that he would never
finally accept life on a reservation. But he did and he still caused fear and
was very strong-willed. Crazy Horse still looked out for the preservation of
the Black Hills, the Buffalo and the other things that he held dear. Because
he was still considered as being a threat, it was decided that he should be
put in a prison cell. When he resisted, he was killed.
Continued on next page
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To feel a reason on
Octaves of thought
And sense; it’s a deep
Question
The cherry blossom
Lives within the heart
Overflowing with love
Earth, Air, Fire, and Water
Elements of life
Lives with Harmony

Photograph by Duryei Hamilton

Adoring the Starling
Flies in the sky
Within the heavens
Like stars dancing
In the sky like
Like stars dancing
In the sky
The Acorn growing strong
From the earth, touches
The sky as the mighty Oak
Blood flowing through the
Veins like rivers nourishes
The body on the thought of
Life
Are Lives as we live are like dreams
Of thin waters, in the deepness of the
Day and the Arc of these two lights
Are the Arc of judgments’ in our
Lives
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Yours Alone
By Juan Robles
Don’t cry my love,
Because I will share my dreams with you
That dreams, that ladies inspire with,
Love desire, I am yours,
And yours alone,
Please do not cry anymore my love
Because, I will share my dreams with you

Praise of Thanks
By David Cook

Sheryl Yeager

God has softened
My heart when no one else could
The peace he gives me is far
Beyond in the world what
I ever imagined and the
Degree of love he gives
Strengthened and helps me with
I pray and he listens to me
All the time even if I want to
Hurt myself. He shows me he is more
Than I deserve.
His unconditional love is peaceful and
pure.
My camaraderie with God
Thanks to my close friends who are
So sweet and a handful and there for
me.
I owe all I have to God for his undying
Love for me.
God is my protector and my best
friend
He is the light at the end
Of the tunnel and my
Guiding star at night
I pray before I lay down
In my bed without him I would be
nothing without him of course.
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This I Believe Essay
By Robin McKinley
I believe that every person with a mental illness has the opportunity
to educate another person about mental illness. I myself growing up could
not talk about it to anyone. I felt so alone and scared not knowing what to
expect other than knowing that I did not want to live. All I was told by my
parents was that there was no such thing as a mental illness. I went through
all of my childhood and some of my adulthood.
When my father died in 2004, I was finally able to seek treatment for
my illness and was diagnosed fully and completely. Even though the
medications they gave me at the time did not help me. I did not give up
though I tried several times until the last time and found I was given a second
chance at life.
I am now using that second chance not only to live life to the fullest,
Photograph by Duryei Hamilton

but to educate others about mental illness so it is not such a mystery any
more or given such a bad rap as it is in the media. I also volunteer my time in
the community and have a lot of fun doing it. So I believe in so many more
things now than I used to. I believe in second chances.
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